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In 2008, Chan portrayed Emperor Teodora in Wu Xia (surname Wuxia). Directed by Zhang Yimou, the film was selected for the

Academy Awards in the Foreign Language Film category. In September of the same year, Chan competed in the 66th Berlin
International Film Festival with his film Ip Man 2 where he took home the Silver Bear. On 1 July 2010, Chan won the Asian Film
Award for Best International Actor at the 5th Asia Pacific Screen Awards for his performance in The Karate Kid (2010 film). In
2012, Chan was awarded a lifetime achievement award at the 4th Asian Film Awards. Director Lo Wei gave Chan a private

acting lesson when he was preparing Police Story (1985). Chan studied the method closely during the production of the film,
taking note of the traits and mannerisms he found useful, although he already knew most of the relevant techniques from
hapkido. Lo Wei taught him how to fight in a more realistic manner, and gave him a unique signature move by hiding his

shimmy in a "joystick" move.[30] An advanced cameraman, a friend of Lo's, suggested a new style of fighting from a distance
with an object.[111] Lo Wei wanted Chan to act and to fight, thus Chin, Lo's wife, commented that "there was no point in

putting Jackie in front of the camera if he can't even do a simple stunt".[112] Police Story 2 (1986) was released to strong box-
office returns, despite its poor reviews. Due to its success, many Hong Kong filmmakers began embracing the gangster genre,

which established Jackie Chan as a leading martial arts star in the world's most-populated film market. The following year,
producer Lo Wei decided to make a film with the same concept as Police Story 2: A taxi driver (Jackie Chan) takes revenge on
a gangster (Sammo Hung) who killed his girlfriend. Jackie Chan wanted to portray the action in a realistic way, but Lo Wei was
reluctant to change the format of the film. Lo Wei decided to make a more convincing action film, and sign Jackie Chan up for

his first Hollywood film, Mr. Nice Guy. The film premiered in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the United States.[13][14]
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Mr. Nice Guy is considered a loose remake of Police
Story. The film was shot in black and white. Due to

timing issues with US tax breaks, Lo Wei was forced to
abandon plans for an English-language version of the

film. Another star-studded film called Dragon
Squadron (aka Up in Smoke) was shot in Taiwan and
Hong Kong, and featured top martial artists Donnie

Yen and Yuen Biao. The film was released in 1987, but
Chan's US distributor The Cannon Group spent $1.5

million to remove all of the extra footage of stuntmen
and fight scenes in order to appeal to a mass

audience. The film, featuring all of the stars from
Dragon Squadron, was released the following year and
became a hit, even though it was panned by critics. In

the second half of the 1980s, Jackie Chan produced
three more Hong Kong films: Hard Times (aka Trouble

in Paradise) (1988), Project A Part II (1988), and
Armour of God III: Heaven and Earth (1989).[113]

Armour of God III was his first film produced outside of
Hong Kong, and saw him work on a massive scale for
the first time; a single scene required over a thousand

extras for an attempted beach volleyball
match.[114][115] The film was a moderate success in
Hong Kong and the rest of Asia. It was released in the

United States in 1990. The film received mixed
reviews, and sales were not promising. Jackie Chan's
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Americanisation of the martial arts sub-genre was
completed with 1990's The Scorpion Kid, a romantic
comedy that proved to be a box-office success. In

1991, he signed a multi-picture deal with Columbia
Pictures and launched a career in Hollywood, after
several years of struggling to gain a foothold in the

market. 5ec8ef588b
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